Abstract The localisation and dynamics of sodium counterions around the DNA duplex d(AGCGTAC-TAGTACGCT) 2 corresponding to the trp operator fragment used in the crystal structure of the half site complex has been studied by a 1.4 ns molecular dynamics simulation in explicit solvent. A continuous and well-de®ned counterion density is shown to be present around the minor groove, while density patches are found in the major groove in regions where DNA bending is observed. A residence time analysis reveals the dynamic nature of these distributions. The resulting picture agrees with previous theoretical and experimental studies of A-tract DNA sequences, and is consistent with the polyelectrolyte condensation model.
Introduction
The traditional picture of DNA solvation in which the ®rst few layers of solvation are exclusively occupied by water molecules is currently being replaced by a more complex view in which both water molecules and counterions partially occupy the ®rst solvation shells. Counterions binding in the DNA grooves have been recently put in evidence both by computational (Young et al. 1997; Lyubartsev and Laaksonen 1998) and experimental techniques (Shui et al. 1998; Hud et al. 1999) . These studies have concentrated on A-tract DNA sequences because of their bending properties and a model for DNA bending based on an electrostatic collapse around bound counterions has been proposed (Rouzina and Bloom®eld 1998; Shui et al. 1998; Hud et al. 1999) . Here, the localisation and dynamics of sodium counterions around the DNA duplex d(AGCGTACTAGTACGCT) 2 corresponding to the trp operator fragment used in the crystal structure of the half site complex (Lawson and Carey 1993) [PDB (Bernstein et al. 1987) entry 1TRR] has been studied from a 1.4 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulation in explicit solvent. The counterion density around the DNA is shown to be localised around the minor and major groove: a continuous and well-de®ned density is present around the minor groove while density patches are found in the major groove in regions where DNA bending is observed. The counterions keep, however, a dynamic character, as revealed from a residence time analysis. The presented results are consistent with the electrostatic collapse DNA bending model.
Computational methods
A MD trajectory previously generated for studying the dynamic of hydration of this DNA sequence ) was used in this work. The MD simulation was run for 1.4 ns at constant temperature (277 K) and pressure (1 atm) using the GROMOS96 MD program and force ®eld (van Gunsteren et al. 1996; Scott et al. 1999) starting from a B-form DNA (Arnott et al. 1976 ). The DNA duplex was solvated in a rectangular box of single point charge (SPC) water (Berendsen et al. 1981) with a minimum solute-wall distance of 1.4 nm. Thirty sodium ions were added to neutralise the system, and 15 additional sodium chloride ion pairs were introduced to bring the system to an approximate 0.2 M salt concentration. The ions were added one by one in an iterative manner by calculating the electrostatic potential of each water molecule and replacing the water molecule with the most negative or positive potential by a Na + or Cl ) ion, respectively. The sodium and chloride ion nonbonded parameters used in this work are listed in Table 1 and correspond to the standard GROMOS96 force ®eld parameters (Scott et al. 1999 ). The ®nal system comprised 25522 atoms, including 718 DNA atoms, 60 ions and 8248 water molecules. The time step used in the leapfrog integration scheme was 0.002 ps. Covalent bond lengths were constrained with the procedure SHAKE (Ryckaert et al. 1977 ) with a relative geometric tolerance of 0.0001. The temperature and pressure of the system were maintained by weak coupling (s T 0.1 ps; s P 0.5 ps) to external temperature and pressure baths (Berendsen et al. 1984) . The non-bonded interaction pair list was updated every ®ve steps with a cuto of 0.8 nm.
Non-bonded interactions were calculated with group cutos using the twin-range method (van Gunsteren and Berendsen 1990) with cutos of 0.8 and 1.4 nm, respectively, and a reaction ®eld correction to the atomic forces (Tironi et al. 1995) . The last nanosecond of the trajectory (0.4±1.4 ns) was used for analysis. For additional details of the simulation see Bonvin et al. (1998) .
Results and discussion
The counterions localisation around the DNA was studied by calculating an average sodium probability map in the same manner as was done for the hydration study of this DNA sequence . No chloride probability map was calculated because of the lack of ions in proximity to the DNA. The sodium probability map (analogous to an electron density map, DeLano and BruÈ nger 1994) was calculated with a modi®ed version of X-PLOR (BruÈ nger 1993) from 1000 snapshots taken at 1 ps interval from the last 1 ns of the MD trajectory (0.4±1.4 ns). This was done by superimposing the non-hydrogen atoms of the central six DNA base pairs onto the average structure and de®ning a three-dimensional unit cell enclosing these structures with a grid spacing of 0.03 nm and a cushion of 1.0 nm. The probability density was calculated using standard crystallographic techniques from the sodium ions positions within the de®ned unit cell (for details, see Bonvin et al. 1998 ). The standard atomic scattering factors for oxygen were used in the calculations to allow a direct comparison with the water probability map calculated in the previous hydration study ). The resulting probability maps, plotted at 2.5 standard deviations above the mean, are shown in Fig. 1 separately around the major and minor grooves. Continuous probability density is found in the minor groove, running approximately in between opposite phosphate groups. This is in agreement with the sodium ion distributions calculated by Lyubartsev and Laaksonen (1998) . Discontinuous density is however found in the major groove where the density``patches'' are approximately centred around DNA bending regions corresponding to pyridimine-purine steps. A probability map calculated from the last 0.5 ns of the trajectory shows similar features (see Supplementary material, Fig. S1 ), indicating that the calculated sodium ion density is reasonably well converged. The local bending is illustrated by the plot of the average roll parameters describing the angle between successive base-pair planes as a function of the DNA sequence in Fig. 2 . The localisation around bending regions is consistent with the Fig. 1 Stereoviews of the sodium probability map around the average DNA structure: a minor groove, b major groove. The probability map was calculated from 1000 snapshots taken at 1 ps intervals from the 0.4±1.4 ns MD trajectory (see text) and is plotted at 2.5 standard deviations above the mean. The ®gure was generated with SETOR (Evans 1993) model of DNA bending by electrostatic collapse around counterions (Rouzina and Bloom®eld 1998; Shui et al. 1998; Hud et al. 1999) . It is not possible, however, to distinguish between DNA bending as a result of sodium localisation in the major groove or vice versa. The increased roll at pyrimidine-purine steps, which causes the DNA to bend toward the major groove, has also been observed in simulations of A-tract DNA (Sanghani et al. 1996; Sprous et al. 1999) . To further characterise the sodium ion distribution around the DNA, the phosphate-sodium radial distribution function [g P-Na (r)] was calculated from the trajectory (Fig. 3) . Only a very small fraction (<1%) of the sodium ions are directly bound to the phosphate groups, as can be seen from the very small peak at 0.37 nm. The next peak of g P-Na (r) at 0.58 nm corresponds to the sodium ions in the DNA grooves. From the coordination number plotted in Fig. 3 (dashed line) a phosphate charge neutralisation of 0.76 is estimated at 0.7 nm from the DNA surface (0.8 nm from the phosphate atom in Fig. 3 ). This is in very good agreement with Manning's polyelectrolyte condensation theory (Manning 1978) . Analysis of other radial distribution functions revealed ion binding in the minor groove at the ®rst ApC step. The binding occurred after 1.12 ns and the sodium ion kept its position for the remaining of the simulation up to 1.4 ns. A snapshot of the bound ion taken at 1.14 ns is shown in Fig. 4 . The sodium is coordinated by the two carbonyl groups of Cyt and Thy and four water molecules. A similar binding geometry at an ApT step was observed in a MD simulation of a DNA dodecamer (Young et al. 1997 ).
Because of the limited time scale of this simulation, no conclusion can be drawn on the residence time of the bound ion. The dynamics of the sodium counterions around DNA was investigated by calculating the average and maximum residence times within a 0.54 nm radius sphere around the phosphate oxygen atoms in the same manner as was done for the hydration study ). The chosen radius corresponds to the ®rst minimum of the phosphate oxygen-sodium radial distribution function (data not shown). The results are summarized in Table 2 . The average residence time around phosphate groups was 46 38 ps with a maximum of 345 ps. The localisation of the ions around the phosphate groups was further characterised by calculating a B-factor from the position of all sodium ions within the previously de®ned spheres around the phosphate oxygen atoms. The resulting average B-factor over all phosphate groups was 0.45 0.38 nm 2 , indicative of well-localised ions and consistent with the probability maps displayed in Fig. 1 . For comparison, the average and maximum residence times of water molecules around the phosphate groups are 62 15 ps and 500 ps, respectively, with a corresponding average Bfactor of 1.1 1.0 nm 2 . While residing, on average, for similar periods of time around the phosphate groups, water molecules are much less localised than the sodium ions, as indicated by their high B-factors. The residence (Manning 1978) , estimated from the coordination number value of 0.76, is indicated by a vertical arrow Fig. 4 Detail view of the sodium binding site in the major groove at the CpA step from a snapshot at 1.14 ns. The sodium ion is coordinated by the carbonyl groups of Cyt and Thy and four water molecules. The ®gure was generated with VMD (Humphrey et al. 1996) time analysis indicates that, while condensed and well localised around the DNA, the sodium counterions still keep a highly dynamic character, which is again consistent with Manning's theory (Manning 1978) . The few experimental data available on sodium ion dynamics around DNA in solution originate from NMR quadrupole relaxation studies (van Dijk et al. 1987; Groot et al. 1994 ) of 23 Na. These studies indicate that at least two correlation times are required to characterise the spectral density function for 23 Na relaxation: a slow process in the nanosecond time range which can be correlated to the residence time of the ions around the DNA and disappears at the DNA duplex melting temperature, and a fast process correlated to the properties of the hydration water of the DNA. Unfortunately, correlation times can only be determined from experimental NMR data for the slow process, while the product of the correlation time and mean-squared quadrupolar coupling constant is obtained for the fast process (van Dijk et al. 1987; Groot et al. 1994) . Characterising nanosecond processes by MD simulation will require order of magnitude increases in simulation time. The fast processes, however, are within the reach of such simulations. The dynamics of hydration water of this particular DNA sequence studied by MD simulations ) has been shown to agree with NMR measurements ).
In conclusion, the picture of the localisation and dynamics of sodium counterions around this 16mer DNA sequence in solution agrees with previous theoretical and experimental studies of A-tract DNA sequences and ®ts the condensation model of Manning. A sequence-speci®c eect is seen at pyrimidine-purine steps where bending correlates with localised sodium probability, which would ®t in the recently proposed electrostatic collapse bending model.
